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Abstract—Nowadays, mobile devices are equipped with multiple interfaces connected to various networks, which makes it
possible to aggregate bandwidth in actual application. Multipath
TCP (MPTCP) is one of the transport protocols that uses multiple
interfaces simultaneously and provides robust and efficient data
transmission. In practice, MPTCP will interact with various network facilities. Among them, Content Delivery Network (CDN)
is a popular one, which is a widely distributed network system
deployed across the Internet. Using MPTCP in CDN could
provide better performance for users, however, we find that
CDN may not give full play to its functions when working with
MPTCP. Because the Default Server Selection (DSS) mechanism
in CDN only obtains servers optimal in single path connection
scenarios, it may not provide the globally optimal server for
MPTCP. In this paper, we propose a new algorithm called Server
Selection for MPTCP (SSMP), which utilizes all available multihomed sources to provide the globally optimal performance.
SSMP modifies the DNS mechanism to return the optimal server
for each available interface by the origin strategy and further
selects the globally optimal server for both elephant and mice
flows. We compare SSMP with DSS through experiments under
video streaming and file download scenarios with both stable and
variable environments. Our results show that SSMP consistently
utilizes available paths more efficiently than DSS, particularly
for servers with a great gap in server quality.
Index Terms—MPTCP, CDN, Server Selection

I. I NTRODUCTION
Supported by technological progress, mobile devices are
equipped with multiple interfaces and enabled simultaneous access to different wireless networks. Multipath TCP
(MPTCP) is a standard protocol recommended by IETF to
offer parallel data transfer over multiple networks [1], which
can not only provide robust transmission but also improve
transmission efficiency by aggregating bandwidth of multiple
paths. As a practical protocol, MPTCP may have interaction
with various network facilities, and Content Delivery Network
(CDN) is a popular one, which is an integrated content
sharing system deployed across the Internet [2]. Composed
with many geographically distributed proxy servers, CDN
replicates popular contents at different sites and utilizes a DNS
resolution mechanism to resolve Uniform Resource Locator
to IP addresses. For each content request, CDN utilizes its
Default Server Selection (DSS) mechanism to initiates a DNS
request through the default path and prioritizes an optimal
server based on various considerations. And content transmission over CDNs has a lower delay and higher stability
compared with traditional networks.
Certainly, CDN is compatible with MPTCP, because
MPTCP acts the same as single-path TCP from a high-level
perspective. But CDN may not take full advantage of its

functions when working with MPTCP. As its server selection
strategy can only initiate a DNS request through the default
path, CDN may only get a sub-optimal server when MPTCP
is used in transmission. And here are some specific tests to
support our assumption. Nikravesh et al. [3] tested the top 500
websites of Alexa in the United States, using WiFi and cellular
network to initiate DNS requests respectively to visit the same
website, and found that 38% returned different IP addresses.
Adarsh et al. [4] conducted a survey to explore latency and
reach-ability for each of multiple interfaces to the Tranco top
10K websites. They found that there is 45% of the IP addresses
of WiFi and cellular networks were different in reachable
websites. Therefore, without taking all the available paths
under MPTCP into account, the server attained is optimal in
single path connection scenarios rather than globally optimal
and the server selection strategy in existing CDNs is barely
possible to achieve expected performances of MPTCP.
In this paper, we propose a new algorithm Server Selection
for MPTCP (SSMP) to choose the globally optimal servers
for MPTCP connections. Firstly, SSMP obtains the singleport optimal server for all the available interfaces of MPTCP
and detects the path conditions of each server by modifying
the DNS sending mechanism. Then considering different link
states make disparate effects on the transmission of elephant
and mice flows, SSMP gives different strategies for each
of them respectively to make further optimization using the
detected parameters of each available server. By demonstrating
our scheme on video streaming and file download scenarios
with both stable and variable environments, we prove that
our method achieves significant and consistent improvement
compared to the baseline. The main contributions of our work
can be summarized as follows:
•
•

•

We optimize the transmission efficiency of MPTCP in
CDN in terms of a new server selection algorithm SSMP.
By modifying the socket function, we provide a way
of initiating multiple DNS requests through available
interfaces simultaneously and make it feasible for SSMP
to detect path conditions of each available path to CDN
servers.
According to the detected path conditions, SSMP distinguishes flow types and makes specific optimization for
server selection. It selects the globally optimal server and
provides higher throughput and lower latency for elephant
and mice flows, respectively.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
introduces the related works of MPTCP and CDN in detail,
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and Section III illustrates the sub-optimal parts of MPTCP
transmission with the existing CDN system. We show the
improvement approaches for MPTCP transmission in Section
IV. Section V shows simulation environments and experiment
results, and Section VI serves as a conclusion.

Compared with the server selection methods mentioned above,
the greatest advantage of our algorithm is that not only can it
choose these algorithms according to the given environments,
but also optimize them further.

II. R ELATED W ORK

MPTCP is a mature multipath protocol, which is originated
for connection recovery when the links are in a bad condition.
It can also provide efficient transmission with the advantage
of aggregating bandwidth. To solve the existing problems of
traditional multipath transmission protocols and reduce deployment costs, the design that multiple paths conceal beneath
an inter-layer attracts much attention. Specifically, MPTCP is
divided into MPTCP layer and TCP sub-layer, the former is
transparent to the upper application and manages the latter,
which is responsible for controlling the established TCP flows
on the available paths. Therefore, the application lay does not
know the existence of subsequent flows.

The demand for high-quality transmission of online content
grows rapidly along with the development of the Internet
nowadays. And CDN serves a bigger portion of Internet traffic
compared with ten years ago when the leading CDN service
provider Akamai claimed to share more than 20% of Internet
Web traffic [5]. In order to attain higher throughput and guarantee user services, there have been many studies on multipath
mechanisms applied to CDN. Chen et al. [6] designed an
architecture called MSPlayer and used video ID to find the
same video for two connections to download simultaneously.
But it relies on two TCP transmissions instead of using
MPTCP, which will cause unfairness to single TCP flows.
Bouttier et al. [7] proposed a hybrid architecture allowing
efficient routing decisions from both throughput and QoS in
a heterogeneous environment. Hayes and Chang [8] proposed
a method that addresses long-tail content in CDNs through
the implementation of a multipath-aware peer to peer mechanism to distribute a video-specific lightweight neural network
model. It actively manages multipath transport networks, but
it focuses on the selection of multiple CDNs. All of the three
papers use DSS to return servers for user requests and none
of them consider the differences of initiating DNS requests
through disparate interfaces.
There are no proxy servers in traditional networks, causing
the problem of inaccessibility when the only server crashes
down for overload requests or breakdowns of the system. In
the mechanism of CDN, the same requests can be routed
to different servers, which can not only compensate for the
server crashed but also provide users with optimal servers.
With several proxy servers distributed in multiple geographical
locations, CDN utilizes a server selection algorithm to return
each user with content requests for a suitable server and
the selection of servers has a great impact on the Quality
of Service (QoS). So far there have been many algorithms
utilizing a DNS resolution strategy to return a proper server in
CDN, and they focus on different aspects. For instance, using
load information of proxy servers to choose the least loading
one in [9], considering Round Trip Time (RTT) between
clients and servers to select the server with minimum RTT
in [10], and utilizing Round-Robin mechanisms based on a
classic Round Robin algorithm or estimating QoS and return
the greatest quality one during data transmission in [11] and
[12] respectively. However, the transparent design of multiple
subflows in MPTCP hides some information from the upper
layer. So, no matter which of the strategy is used, the redirection request can only be sent through a default path when we
use MPTCP for transmission. Thus, resulting in the inability to
obtain global path information and obtaining servers that are
sub-optimal. So we provide a new server selection for MPTCP.

III. P ROBLEM A NALYSIS OF MPTCP
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Fig. 1. Description of suboptimal problem.

As shown in Fig. 1, CDN utilizes its server selection
mechanism and returns a reasonable server for every DNS
request by considering content storage, link states and server
states, etc. Usually, we think that the server selected is the
best one for the interface at that time. But is it optimal when
using MPTCP to transfer data without changing the server
selection strategy of CDN? The work in [13] found there are
many differences between WiFi and cellular networks. And
Li et.al. [14] illustrated that the networks offered by different
network carriers present immensely disparate characteristics.
It is indicated that the server returned for WiFi is barely the
optimal one for cellular transmission, which means the server
attained by DSS is only optimal in single path connection
scenarios rather than globally optimal. In addition to the
works mentioned above, there are specific tests to prove
our assumption. Nikravesh et al. [3] used WiFi and cellular
network to initiate DNS requests respectively to visit the same
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website, and 38% among the top 500 websites of Alexa in the
United States returned different IP addresses. Besides, Adarsh
et al. [4] conducted a survey to explore the states of latency
and reach-ability of multiple interfaces to the Tranco top 10K
websites. They found that after DNS resolution, the reachable
websites for Wi-Fi and LTE have a difference of 41.26% in
IP addresses.
Considering that even if different IP addresses are returned,
they may be different virtual machines on the same host or
different servers in the same geographical location. We used an
app called best trace, which can not only show DNS resolution
results but also present server locations, to further prove our
assumption. Huawei network card e8372-855 and a mobile
card are inserted into Lenovo Y900X to access the mobile
4G signal, and the telecom WiFi signal is connected to the
telecom router. Then we initiated DNS requests to the top 10
websites of Alexa in China, using WiFi and 4G connection
respectively. We found that nine of them return different IP
and four of them in different provinces. This strongly proves
that the servers obtained by using the original server selection
system of CDN are sub-optimal for MPTCP. So we need
a new server selection strategy to get the globally optimal
server and improve transmission efficiency for MPTCP in
CDN environments.
IV. O UR S OLUTION
Origin server selection schemes can only send DNS requests
through a default path and get servers optimal in single-path
connection scenarios. In this part, we introduce our scheme
SSMP, which can leverage multiple interface resources to
select the globally optimal servers for MPTCP in CDN environments. Firstly, we propose a method of initiating multiple
DNS requests to obtain the sub-optimal server of all available
interfaces. And then we present server selection strategies to
further select the globally optimal servers for both elephant
and mice flows specifically.
A. Multiple DNS Requests
Firstly, we introduce a scheme of initiating multiple DNS
requests for the same content. In the current DNS mechanism,
DNS requests are usually transmitted through UDP and one
DNS response matches one DNS request. To finish multiple
server request processes within the time of one DNS resolution, each interface with different networks is controlled to
initiate DNS requests simultaneously. So we can get multiple
suboptimal servers and make it feasible for SSMP to send
packets to probe corresponding path information of each
available path as soon as we received the applied IP addresses.
With additional recorded path information, we can choose
the globally optimal server according to our server selection
strategies, which will be presented in the next subsection.
B. Server Selection Strategies
We propose different server selection strategies for mice
and elephant flows because RTT and bandwidth have disparate
impacts on the transmission rate for them. Specifically, the

transmission rate of mice flows is mainly affected by RTT,
while that of elephant flows is mainly affected by bandwidth.
Besides, CDN can deliver the content size in content reply
packets, so we can determine the flow type and choose the
corresponding strategy.
1) Strategy for Elephant Flows: In the way of comparing
the IP addresses returned, we can determine whether the suboptimal servers of available interfaces are the same or not. If
so, we use a random selection strategy. If not so, in order to
select servers with a stronger ability of aggregating bandwidth,
we define the QoS for MPTCP servers in consideration of the
following principle of transmission.
Under the condition of unlimited bandwidth, the maximum
throughput of a TCP connection can be estimated as follow
[15],
M SS ∗ C
√ ,
(1)
T =
RT T ∗ P
where P denotes packet loss rate of the link that can be
calculated from historical data collected for preparation and
RT T can be obtained by sending ping packets. The value
of M SS is 1460 bytes in our environment
and parameter
√
3/2 if the link suffers
C is a constant whose value is
random packet los. The specific information about C can be
obtained in [15]. As for elephant flows, we mainly concern the
impact of bandwidth. So we consider the throughput constraint
and add the subflow heterogeneous factor which affects the
performance of MPTCP connections to define the QoS of
servers, which presents as follows:
Q=

n
∑

βi ∗ min(Ti , Bi ),

(2)

i=1

where n is the number of subflows of MPTCP connection,
and i is the sequence of subflows. B denotes the average
limitation of the achievable bandwidth based on the previous
transmission, which is the upper bound when there is no
packet loss. And βi = min(RT T1 , · · · , RT Tn )/RT Ti is the
heterogeneous factor between subflows. And T denotes the
estimated throughput of a TCP connection obtained by the
information of links, whose design formulation is shown in
Equation (1). To implement the algorithm, DSS is used in the
beginning when there is no effective previous estimation of
link information, and we start to use our strategy SSMP until
the initial value of B and P are obtained.
The strategy above is committed to a stable network environment. However, the link state is changing constantly in real
Networks, and there are deviations in testing data, which need
to be updated. Therefore, according to the trustworthiness of
the path state, a new selection scheme is proposed. QoS for
servers using MPTCP, which is modified according to new
requirements and devoted to the variable environment is
Qn = αQnew + (1 − α)Qn−1 .

(3)

The calculation method of Qnew is the same as Q in a stable
situation, representing the current service quality of servers.
And Qn−1 denotes the last QoS from historical data. Among
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V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
We evaluate SSMP under various scenarios including different network conditions (stable and dynamic) and different
workloads (video streaming and file download). Our testbed
includes six PCs running on 64 bits Ubuntu 16.04 with the
MPTCP 0.94 [16] implementation, and their functions are
as follows, one client, two routers and three servers using
Apache2. It should be noted that, we only use three servers
to simulate a CDN environment limited to resources. But
SSMP selects the globally optimal server out of available
sub-optimal servers, so this simple environment is fully to
demonstrate the effect of the algorithm. Besides, all of the
three servers have the same scheduling method and congestion
control algorithm to ensure the impact of our strategy. Paths
are emulated by a network emulator, which uses Linux tc to
throttle the bandwidth and add extra delay or packet loss on
the client-server paths. Moreover, we use the random server
selection strategy to return the single-port optimal server, and
we provide both WiFi and Cellular for the three sub-optional
servers. The topology of the experiment is shown in Fig. 2.

Server 3

Server 2

Client

The globally
optimal server

Server 1

Fig. 2. Topological graph of simulation environment.

A. Video Streaming
Firstly, we show the efficiency of our strategy on video
streaming. The video player we used is MP4Client and we
get the playback latency from log records. We find that every
video presents periodic downloading or on-off cycles during
playing, specifically, the video player pauses chunk retrieval
when the playout buffer is full and resumes chunk retrieval
when the amount of buffered video falls below a certain level.
As the buffer size is less than 1 MB, so we utilize the strategy
for mice flow to chose the globally optimal server. On the
link side, we consider different average latency with the same
aggregate bandwidth and the counter. In the following, we
show link information of two paths of each server Specifically.
Server1 and server3 have identical bandwidth values of 40
Mbps and 20 Mbps, but different RTT values of 5 ms and 15
ms compared with 30 ms and 30 ms. server2 is a comparison
with bandwidth values of 40 Mbps and 30 Mbps and delay
values of 10 ms and 10 ms. Before showing the efficiency
of the algorithm, we present the performance of three servers
when streaming two videos of different sizes, shown as Fig. 3.

350

Playback Latency (ms)

them, α denotes the worthiness of the current estimated value
Qnew . When the network changes smoothly, we propose a
rather radical method by giving a larger weight to Qnew . On
the contrary, a smaller α is recommended for the network
whose status change obviously. And we update the values of
B and Qn−1 whenever the transmission is completed to renew
the state of servers timely. However, this policy is useless for
servers with rather old historical data. Thus, we send probe
packets to update the data When a server is not been used
for a long time. This strategy may have some disadvantages
for the first time to access to the server that has not been
enabled for a long time, but it can effectively prevent servers
from starving and guarantee the best service for the following
transmission.
2) Strategy for Mice Flows: In general, the transmission
of mice flows will not reach the limit of bandwidth, so our
strategy is to ensure flows transfer on paths with
∑na shorter RTT.
And the definition of QoS of servers is q = i=1 {RT Ti }/n,
where n denotes the number of available subflows of a
sub-optional server. And RT Ti denotes the latest RTTs of
subf lowi , which can be obtained by sending ping packages
within two or three RTTs. On the contrary to elephant flows,
we choose the server with a smaller q value as the optimal
server. Besides, we turn to select the server with the shortest
RTT of all available paths if the q values are the same.
However, according to the implementation codes of MPTCP
in the Linux kernel, the initial subflow can transmit a part of
the data previously compared with subsequent subflows, which
has a significant influence on the transmission of mice flows.
Therefore, considering the establishing order of the subflows
will also affect the transmission efficiency, we establish the
initial subflow of MPTCP using the path with the smallest RTT
in the available paths of the selected server to make further
optimization.

300
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Fig. 3. Performance of servers transfering different sizes of videos.

From Fig. 3 we can see that video size and bandwidth
make little influence on playback latency, but latency makes
the decisive influence, which is consistent with our strategy.
And then we show the efficiency of our strategy using DSS and
SSMP to stream video1, and both of them repeat the streaming
process for fifty times, and the CDF of the playback latency
is shown as Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Performance of SSMP in video streaming.

From Fig. 4, we can see, More than 80% of the playback
latency of SSMP is less than 130ms, while that of DSS is only
50%. And 90% of the playback latency of SSMP is less than
150ms, while that of DSS is only 66%. The result reveals that
our strategy makes full use of the most optimal server and
provides better efficiency.
B. File Download
In this part, we show our evaluation focuses on file
download, and we present the efficiency of the algorithm
by comparing the download time of the same files using
different strategies. The baseline uses DSS and transmits data
by MPTCP. The topology is the same as above. In order to
ensure the accuracy of data, we download each file for ten
times and report maximum, minimum and average value.
1) Stable Environment: We begin by investigating whether
SSMP improves the performance of file delivery compared to
DSS in a stable environment using emulation. We consider the
impact of delay, bandwidth and packet loss of the paths.
Mice Flows: We first test the efficiency of the strategy
for mice flows using the same link information as video
streaming. The corresponding results are shown in Fig. 5. We

Download time (ms)
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SSMP
DSS

400
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0
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10

100
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File size (KB)
Fig. 5. Efficiency of strategy for mice flows.

can see that SSMP outperforms DSS in terms of download
time. Specifically, under such circumstances, SSMP reduces
download time by 38.46% for 1 KB and 10 KB, and reduces
by 34.28% and 33.11% for 100 KB and 1000 KB respectively.
It observes that the shortest RTT is decisive for flows less than
10 KB because MPTCP completes transmission before using
the subsequence subflows. We can also draw that when servers
have the same aggregate bandwidth and different latency,
the file download rate is different, which further proves that

aggregate bandwidth has little effect on download time for
mice flows. And SSMP brings more reduction in download
time as the differences of average RTTs between servers
become larger.
Elephant Flows: Compared with mice flows, we add loss
rate into consideration. As for link states, we consider the
effects of different aggregation bandwidth and the influence of
packet loss. Specifically, Server1 and Server2 have identical
RTT values of 10 ms and 20 ms, but different bandwidth
values of 80 Mbps and 30 Mbps compared with 40 Mbps and
20 Mbps. Server3 is a contrast whose bandwidth and delay
values are as same as Server2. And in order to analyze the
influence of packet loss, Server3 suffers an extra 1% and 2%
loss rate for each path compared with Server1 and Server2.
The relevant results are shown in below. From Fig. 6 we can
600
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DSS
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Fig. 6. Efficiency of strategy for elephant flows in stable network.

see that, under such circumstances, SSMP is superior to DSS
in file transmission. SSMP reduces download time by about
65% for 100 MB and 300 MB, and reduces by 70% and 66%
for 500 MB and 1000 MB respectively. Compare with Fig. 5,
elephant flows have a better performance in reducing download
time, but suffer a great gap in the max and min values. This is
because Server3 suffers packet loss, which leads to the decline
of service quality. So it has a great gap compared with the
first two servers, but DSS is unable to avoid the worst server
causing great fluctuation. While proving the efficiency of the
algorithm, we also verify that when the bandwidth is the main
factor, delay and packet loss rate have little impact on the
transmission rate. However, when delay and packet loss rate
become the main factors, the aggregate bandwidth has little
effect on the transmission rate. Our results further show that
aggregate bandwidth plays a decisive role in the transmission
rate of elephant flows only under certain conditions.
2) Dynamic Network Situations: We next show the efficiency of SSMP under changing network conditions. For
Server1, we simulate the case that the available bandwidth
reduces and the value of RTT increases suddenly due to
overloading. We experiment based on the previous test and
the states of Server2 and Server3 are unchanged. For each
path of Server1, packet loss rate remains unchanged, while
latency increases 10 ms. And the values of bandwidth reduce
to 20 Mbps and 30 Mbps, which means that its QoS is worse
than Server2. We take downloading 300 MB and 500 MB files
as examples to show the impact of α on transmission. From
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and file download time no matter in a stable or dynamic
environment. Compared with CDN using TCP protocol and
DSS, using MPTCP in CDN has a qualitative improvement
in the efficiency of content delivery. And our strategy can
further improve the transmission efficiency for MPTCP in
CDN environment.
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Fig. 7. Efficiency of strategy in changing environment.

Fig. 7, we can see that SSMP also has a significant effect
in reducing download time as a stable environment. When α
is 0.8, SSMP performs best, followed by 0.5 and 0.2 is the
worst. The reason for this difference is that when the QoS of
Server1 becomes poor, it will take some time to complete the
transformation of the optimal server, and 0.8 can complete the
switch more timely than 0.2. But it’s not that the faster the
handoff the better performance, because there is a deviation
of the tested data in dynamic networks. In the following part,
we discuss the situation that one link of Server1 tested 1%
packet loss rate wrongly, and the result is shown as Fig. 8.
We can see that it presents a completely different situation.
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Fig. 8. Efficiency of strategy in testing error environment.

When α is 0.8, SSMP performs the worst and 0.2 is the best.
Therefore, the value of α can be adjusted according to the
actual situation. Although the different values of α have some
influence on the transmission, our strategy is far better than
DSS even when α is in the worst situation.
The test results in the changing environment reveal that our
strategy can not only avoid the worst link timely but also
guarantee the best service.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a way of initiating multiple DNS
requests and obtaining multiple sub-optimal servers within the
time of a normal DNS request process. And we also provided
a new server selection strategy SSMP for mice and elephant
flows to select the globally optimal servers by considering
all the available multi-homed sources. According to the experimental results, the optimization schemes proposed by us
have a significant effect on shorting video playback latency
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